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Mechanical Slicing Machines: (non ultrasonic) 

ecoMATIC

This is the entry level non-ultrasonic slicer. It is good for products that are not soft or sticky, that do 
not need a really clean edge cut, or for frozen products.  It is manual load with very simple controls. 
The blade operates pneumatically (under air pressure) to apply force to the product to cut it. Typical 
application would be frozen sponge, gateaux or cheesecake. This machine would suit a small-medium size 
manufacturer with relatively low output, limited space and limited budget. It competes with the lower 
end Food Tools machines.

The –D model is used for round products with a diameter cut

The  -L model is used for block or loaf products

 proMATIC
 
This is the next level up non-ultrasonic slicer. It is essentially the same as the ecoMATIC but with a more 
sophisticated control system i.e. can operate in more than one mode and has a more user-friendly 
operator interface. Method of operation is the same, as is the potential product application. It would 
suit a small-medium operator as for ecoMATIC, but would suit a range of product variants better. It also 
competes with the lower end Food Tools machines.

The –D model is used for round products with a diameter cut

The  -L model is used for block or loaf products

 autoMATIC

This is an ‘in-line’ machine as opposed to the ‘batch’ machines ecoMATIC and proMATIC – this means 
that it has a through conveyor. Products are loaded manually onto the conveyor, travel into the machine, 
are cut and then conveyed out. They are used more as a part of a process flow i.e. in-line.  It is a non-
ultrasonic slicer and may be used for the same products as the batch machine. Because it is a more 
continuous process, it is suited to manufacturers with higher outputs, more space and more organised 
process flow.

The –L model has a straight head used for frozen slab or loaf type products

The –R model has a rotary head that is used for round products such as frozen cakes
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Ultrasonic Machines: 

ecoSONIC

This is the entry level ultrasonic slicer. It is good for products that are soft or sticky, that do need a really 
clean edge cut ; it is not suitable for deep-frozen products ( < -14 degC) .  It is manual load with very 
simple controls. The blade operates pneumatically (under air pressure) to apply force to the product to 
cut it. Typical applications would be sponge, gateaux, cheese cake  or a range of cheeses. This machine 
would suit a small- medium size manufacturer with relatively low output, limited space and limited 
budget.

The –D model is used for round products with a diameter cut

The –R model is used for round products with a radius cut

The  -L model is used for block or loaf products

proSONIC
 
This is the next level up ultrasonic slicer. The –D, -R and –L are the same as the ecoSONIC but with a 
more sophisticated control system ie can operate in more than one mode and has a more user-friendly 
operator interface. Method of operation is the same, as is the potential product application. It would 
suit a small-medium operator as for ecoSONIC, but would suit a range of product variants.

The –D model is used for round products with a diameter cut

The –R model is used for round products with a radius cut

The  -L model is used for block or loaf products

The –F model is designed for fixed weight cheese cutting ; it includes a pre-weighing scale and special 
centraliser to hold the cheese securely through the cutting process. This machine suits customer who 
need to cut medium volumes of round cheeses with minimum waste and giveaway.

The –M model is designed for bakery industry standard 30” x 18” tray bakes sheet and is intended as a 
basic alternative to the roboSONIC-C. As such it suits small bakeries with lower output and small budget 
but whose product demand ultrasonic and automated technology.
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 autoSONIC

 This is an ‘in-line’ machine as opposed to the ‘batch’ machines ecoSONIC and proSONC – this means 
that it has a through conveyor. It uses ultrasonic technology for cutting. Products are loaded manually 
onto the conveyor, travel into the machine, are cut, and then conveyed out. They are used more as a 
part of a process flow ie in-line.  It is an ultrasonic slicer and may be used for the same products as the 
batch ultrasonic machines. Because it is a more continuous process, it is suited to manufacturers with 
higher outputs, more space and more organised process flow.

The –L model has a straight head used for slab or loaf type products

The –R model has a rotary head that is used for round products such as cakes and cheese

The –T model has a ‘top-drive’ used to stabilise blocks of cheese as they are cut

The –E model is for extruded, continuously pumped product such as blended cheese.

 
roboSONIC
 
This is the most flexible machine range. It only uses ultrasonic cutting technology. The robot allows 
6-axes of movement – this means that the blade can move in several different orientations. The main 
application of the machine is in the bakery industry, but can also be used in the cheese industry for 
flexible cutting over extruded cheese. It is also used in ‘intelligent’ mode – when used in conjunction 
with a camera vision system – for use in sandwich and related-product cutting.  Customers who opt for 
the robot system want flexibility (able to cut a range of products on one machine), future-proofing ( a 
machine most likely to cope with future product development, and ease of maintenance and cleaning. It 
also offers fast and accurate portioning.

 
The –C model is the compact version and is good for tray bakes, round cakes and loaves

The –I model is the in-line model is good for products as above

The –V model is for intelligent cutting of products using vision technology.

The –E model is used for cutting extruded products. It is the robotic version of autoSONIC-E

 


